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Testing of catalysts
for industrial use
From screening to optimal process control

Testing is an essential step in catalyst development. Only an investigation under
process conditions relevant to the application provides the necessary information
about the suitability of a material in an industrial process.

Catalyst testing
at Fraunhofer UMSICHT
Fraunhofer UMSICHT has a number of laboratory and pilot plant facilities for catalyst
testing. They enable the testing of new as well
as commercially available catalysts of the most
diverse development stages. In addition to
rapid screenings of powdered catalyst samples
in an early development phase under standardized conditions, the detailed investigation of
shaped catalysts under process-relevant
conditions is also feasible.
With our test systems, even complex gases
from technical applications can be simulated
for testing. In addition, our systems cover a

wide temperature and pressure range and
can thus meet the sometimes rigorous test
requirements in catalyst testing.
In combination with the appropriate instrumental analysis, we can optimize catalysts
for you under industrially relevant process
conditions and determine important catalyst
parameters such as conversion, selectivity
and productivity.

Industrial sectors

Chemical industry

The focus of our activities is always on catalyst
optimisation tailored to the wishes of our
customers.

Steel industry
Cement industry
Fuel cell manufacturers
Engine manufacturers
Exhaust gas aftertreatment
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Technological specifications

Our service

8-fold parallel reactor system
Rapid screening of small quantities
of catalyst
max. 450 °C at 60 bar
Gases: H2, CO, N2, CO2

Our service starts with your first contact.
We provide you with comprehensive advice
and work with you to identify the optimum
test rig for testing your catalyst.

Keywords

Test rigs for detailed catalyst testing
Extensive variation of process parameters
and option to test shaped catalysts
max. 500 °C at 60 bar/1000 °C at 1 bar
Liquid evaporator for water and organic
components
Solid evaporator
Gases: H2, CO, CO2, CH4, N2, Ar, O2,
test gas
Use of sulphurous gases possible
Instrumental analytics
Quantitative determination of complex
reactant and product gases:

Industrial catalysts
Catalyst testing
Reaction engineering

The testing can be carried out by varying the
residence time, whereby the composition of
complex test gas matrices is easily possible
through a large number of separate gas lines.
Gas components containing sulphur can
also be used due to a special coating of the
gas-carrying lines.

parameters
Reaction technology/
kinetics

To optimize your catalyst, we quantify relevant
parameters such as conversion, selectivity and
productivity. We adapt the reaction conditions
individually to your requirements.

Your benefit
Contact

Online gas chromatography (thermal
conductivity detector, flame ionization
detector)
Quadropole mass spectrometer
Fourier transform infrared spectrometer
Electrochemical oxygen sensor

We support you in the optimization of your
catalyst. Based on our many years of experience and know-how in the field of catalysis
and our modern equipment, we design a
tailor-made solution for your problem.

Dr.-Ing. Barbara
Zeidler-Fandrich
Head of Department
Chemical Energy Storage

Due to the flexibility of our equipment, we
are able to perform testing in a wide range of
process parameters up to industrial conditions.

Phone +49 208 8598-1143

We would be pleased to prepare an individual
offer for your task.

Dr.-Ing. Heiko Lohmann

barbara.zeidler-fandrich@
umsicht.fraunhofer.de

Group Manager
Catalyst Testing
Phone +49 208 8598-1197

Both powdered catalysts

heiko.lohmann@

and shaped catalysts (e. g.

umsicht.fraunhofer.de

honeycombs or pellets)
can be tested.

Dr. rer. nat. Clara
Watermann
Group Manager
Catalyst Synthesis
Phone +49 208 8598-1551
clara.watermann@
umsicht.fraunhofer.de
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